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The materials which are capable to provide at their surfaces free charge carriers (FCC), 
electrons and positive holes, under UV or visible light irradiation, can be considered as Free 
Charge Carrier Photogenerators (FCCP). Some similar terms exist also in modern scientific 
literature [1, 2]. 
Theoretically, all the FCCP materials, both in free state and in supported form (composite 
species), could manifest an interest for the photocatalytic applications. The best performances 
are usually expected from nanometric scale FCCP because of surface attendance facilities for 
the free charge carriers generated in extremely small active aggregates.  
However, experience shows that it is not the case: some FCCP nanocomposites can not be 
utilized in photocatalysis. Selecting a product which presents a potential interest as an 
efficient heterogeneous photocatalyst from a large range of FCCP materials remains so a 
problem to resolve.  
At the same time, not only well known crystalline semiconductors (titanium and zinc oxides, 
cadmium and zinc sulphide, etc.) dispose photocatalytic capacities. It was proved [3-5] that 
the disordered structures can also assure the photocatalytic phenomenon.  
Excepting a good activity, a promising material for photocatalytic application must conserve 
its initial catalytic capacity for an important period of time in order to guarantee the process 
steady state during all the service period.  
What is the principle cause of the heterogeneous photocatalyst surface deactivation? We 
believe that in the case of volatile organic compound (VOC) photoxidation process, the active 
surface degradation is always caused by parasite acid-base reactions taking place at the same 
time as target reactions. In the previous example, the products of parasite reactions are 
represented by surface oligomer compounds formed over Lewis acid centres (acceptor 
cationic sites) from the VOC precursors having a strong Lewis base behaviour. Moreover, the 
target reactions aim to the VOC complete oxidation occurring often over the same active sites. 
For any FCCP, the parasite reaction domination over its surface excludes this species from a 
potential application as an efficient photocatalytic agent.  
In order to be considered as a promising photocatalyst, a FCCP sample has to possess, at least, 
the following proprieties: 

• maximum quantity of photogenerated FCC reaching the active surface; 
• limited FCC recombination intensity; 
• optimal FCC repartition at its surface (positive hole domination [6]); 
• important physical adsorption capacity; 
• low Lewis acid reactivity (less parasite reactivity potential); 
• important photocatalytic activity in steady state process. 

 
When faced with a novel FCCP product supposed to be applied as photocatalyst in a stedy 
state process, it is useful to define a mini-list of parameters to be controlled (see the table 
below). Getting to their states or levels advised in the table, assures good perspectives of the 
material’s use. 
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Table: Basic parameter set to be controlled for the FCCP identification as efficient 
photocatalyst 

Lot N° Parameter Advised 
state / level

1 Free charge carrier repartition at the active surface Hole 
domination 

2 Quantum yield  Maximal 
Fundamental 
parameters 

3 Free charge carrier lifetime Maximal 
4 Photocatalytic activity  Maximal 
5 Physical adsorption capacities  Optimal Reactivity 

parameters 
6 Acid-base reactivity under lighting  

(UV-A / sunlight) Minimal 

7 Surface morphology and active aggregate 
dimensions 

Nanosized 
aggregates 

8 Crystallinity rate of active components No strict 
restrictions 

9 Oxidation rate of active component surface cations  Minimal 

Other 
characteristics 

10 Average widths of the optical forbidden zones  
(for crystalline products) Optimal 

 

The properties of Degussa P25 (reference photocatalytic product) and of an amorphous TiO2 
silica based nanocomposite material supposed to be applied as heterogeneous photocatalyst 
are presented and discussed in the paper. The experimental methods and techniques used for 
the parameter evaluation are also cited. 
The mini-list presented above needs to be completed with the kinetic characteristics. Each 
parameter already cited in the table could be detailed for a more pertinent characterisation of a 
FCCP material sample as a potential heterogeneous photocatalyst.      
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